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There is an obvious transition in which many are now finding a ‘pre-fall’ place
in the garden where we live in its coolness, and yet partially remain in the
pain and toil of ‘post fall’ circumstance and a fallen world. As the world loses
its grip upon our very being, we are seeing and experiencing the newness of
life in the Kingdom. What separates us from the beggarly elements of this
world? The Word. Transition is a major part of this journey, and offers
elements of both systems, but we will escape this ‘transitional’ part of the journey as we
travel to a City not made with human hands.
Testimony is a Kingdom characteristic and has an incredible ability to impart truth. I pray
that the testimony shared here imparts clarification, direction, and understanding of the
times. What we are experiencing, in short version, is the transition between our existence
on earth as humans, and revelatory knowledge of existing on earth as a spirit,
commingling with God’s Spirit. For those in this incredible transformation, it is like losing
the shell and penalty of our human bodies, and the shallowness of our soul; and now
entering into the limitless bounds of our spirit – a true freedom from the dimensions of
earth. There is absolutely NO FEAR of death. Nothing can hinder a man who knows he is
a spirit first and foremost, on loan from heaven, and a true foreigner ‘placed’ upon this
earth FOR A SPECIFIC PURPOSE. To awaken to this fact is to escape the limits of human
understanding – nothing is impossible with God, even greater works than Jesus.
We are like a tiny unhatched eaglet bound by a shell, yet we flex our little wings, use our
soft beak and break out of the encapsulating shell we are bound by. A ‘breakout’ is
happening; the shell is breaking, and we are “coming out of her!” This is being experienced
by those whose complete and utter dependence is upon the Father; who have left their
idols far behind, and whose heart is filled with His love. These have moved into the thirdthird of time (Tabernacles) and spiritual dimension (the Holy of Holies). Holiness is not an
objective but a lifestyle. Life is no longer about man in service to God, but rather God living
in and through man – oneness.
Life as we once knew it is no more, as it is no longer about us, but Him who lives in and
through us. We are true bondservants; HIS, for whatever purpose He chooses. No longer
must we worry about provision, healing, etc., as He cares for His own. He speaks to us in
the cool of the garden, and we fellowship with Him often. We feel His love. We worship
Him constantly with all of our being. Heaven has come to earth.
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